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Annabeth is terrified. Just when she's about to be reunited with Percy - after six months of being

apart, thanks to Hera - it looks like Camp Jupiter is preparing for war. As Annabeth and her friends

Jason, Piper, and Leo fly in on the Argo II, she can't blame the Roman demigods for thinking the

ship is a Greek weapon. With its steaming bronze dragon figurehead, Leo's fantastical creation

doesn't appear friendly. Annabeth hopes that the sight of their praetor Jason on deck will reassure

the Romans that the visitors from Camp Half-Blood are coming in peace. And that's only one of her

worries. In her pocket, Annabeth carries a gift from her mother that came with an unnerving

command: Follow the Mark of Athena. Avenge me. Annabeth already feels weighed down by the

prophecy that will send seven demigods on a quest to find - and close - the Doors of Death. What

more does Athena want from her? Annabeth's biggest fear, though, is that Percy might have

changed. What if he's now attached to Roman ways? Does he still need his old friends? As the

daughter of the goddess of war and wisdom, Annabeth knows she was born to be a leader - but

never again does she want to be without Seaweed Brain by her side.
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The third installment of what will be a five book series has finally come out and I could not be

happier. Before I get to the nitty gritty I want to start off by going over the cover art and my thoughts

on it.The cover art on this book is excellent. I'll make a bold statement and say it's the best cover art

of any of the Percy Jackson or Heroes of Olympus books (still not as good as the cover art on the

Kane Chronicles). It is however, a bit mis-leading (though certainly makes a great image) as the

scene between the two boys depicted is very very short. It takes up a total of 2-3 pages and is not



significant in any way really. The red owl overall is a big part of the story/theme and should make

more sense once you actually read the novel.This book starts off where the last one ended, with a

flying ancient-Greek trireme floating in at the Roman Camp. You'll find out what happens and how it

causes some stressful situations later on in the book but I'll leave that knowledge out of this article

so I don't ruin it for you. The story continues on the premise of the next great prophecy where seven

demigods from both the Roman and Greek camps have to unite to defeat the Giants.Lets move

onto character development and new characters in general. Everyone you loved from the first two

stories are back in action and ready to go. However, not many new characters were added and if

they were they are not an integral part of the story. Also, many of the fan-favorite supporting

characters like Ella, Tyson, and Grover just show up for a page or two and are gone for the rest of

the book, which is sad but understandable. The main characters also do not develop at all (I

suppose one weird one does but it just..
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